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Unified Communications as a Service Explained

c

loud-based Unified Communications (UC)
brings together multiple communications
services into a single cohesive platform.
By combining familiar communication services
such as voice, video, chat and presence with
newer services such as shared work spaces and
videoconferencing — UC weaves together powerful,
productive and easy-to-use collaboration tools
that your business can use across all of your
locations. In addition, employees can choose the
communications and collaboration tools that are the
most appropriate for them and enjoy a consistent
user experience across of their devices.

But it gets better. The development of hosted, cloudbased “as a Service” solutions means businesses
of every size can deploy UC for a fraction of the
cost of legacy on-premises PBX systems. Unlike
those older systems, Unified Communications as a
Service (UCaaS) provides an entire solution from an
externally-hosted infrastructure. The only equipment
residing on your site are telephone handsets and
dedicated routing equipment. This means you can
reallocate personnel and real estate for other needs.
It also means you can enjoy easier set up, less
maintenance activity, lower costs, greater spending
flexibility, improved agility to change capacity and a
greater range of features and functionality that can
be implemented in a phased approach as needed.

UC solutions boost business productivity by providing
anytime, anywhere, any device-type connectivity. This
also improves the efficiency of your communications
and increases your staff’s level of engagement.

While many vendors of legacy PBX systems are
adapting their products for the cloud, serious
differences exist between these adapted-to-thecloud systems and those that are truly “born in
the cloud.” PBXes and hosted PBX systems often
make serious compromises around flexibility and
the ability to add new features. This can result in
unscheduled downtime and hidden costs. Also,
legacy systems typically offer only limited support
for mobile workers. By contrast, cloud-based Unified
Communications takes full advantage of cloud
technology, and it offers complete support for your
mobile workers.

No matter the job function or location, UC is powerful.
Sales professionals can use UC to locate contact
information for potential customers, place calls and
share documents — all with just a few mouse clicks.
Geographically-distributed teams can use conferencing
and web collaboration capabilities to work together and
complete projects rapidly. Call center agents can use
presence-detection capabilities to find subject matter
experts fast, then use instant messaging to confer with
them, all while assisting customers in real time.

UNLIKE ON-PREMISES PBX SYSTEMS, UC AS A SERVICE PROVIDES THE
ENTIRE SOLUTION FROM AN EXTERNALLY HOSTED INFRASTRUCTURE.
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Business Drivers for Unified Communications as a Service
TOP FACTORS FOR CALCULATING
UNIFIED COMMUNICATION’S
RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI)

here are many compelling business reasons
why your company should move from an onpremises PBX to a full UCaaS solution. Just
by moving to a basic UC solution, you can empower
greater collaboration among employees, create a more
mobile workforce, and improve communications with
you customers (see Fig. 1 , “Top Business Drivers of
UC”).

T

Add a UCaaS solution, and you can gain several other
powerful benefits:

TOP BUSINESS DRIVERS OF
UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
IMPROVE EMPLOYEE
COLLABORATION
CREATE MORE
MOBILE WORKFORCE

62%
37%

IMPROVE EMPLOYEE
COLLABORATION

54%

EMPLOYEE
PRODUCTIVITY AND
JOB SATISFACTION

52%

TRAVEL-COST SAVINGS

40%

IMPROVE
COMMUNICATION WITH
CUSTOMERS

36%

OPERATIONAL
EXPENDITURES

33%

IMPROVE
COMMUNICATION WITH
PARTNERS/SUPPLIERS

30%

CAPITAL
EXPENDITURES

29%

IMPROVED,
ADDED BUSINESS
PROCESSES

28%

IMPROVE
COMMUNICATION WITH
CUSTOMERS

30%

IMPROVE
COMMUNICATION WITH
PARTNERS/SUPPLIERS

27%

INCREASED SALES

18%

LEGACY PBX
RETIREMENT

23%

OFFICE-SPACE SAVINGS

16%

LOWER TOTAL COST OF
OWNERSHIP (TCO)

20%

FEATURE ADOPTION
ON TIMELINE

12%

IMPLEMENT NEW
BUSINESS PROCESSES

19%

REDUCE TRAVEL
EXPENSES

17%

MEET CUSTOMER/
EMPLOYEE
EXPECTATIONS

14%

REDUCE OFFICE SPACE
REQUIREMENTS

6%

SPEED TIME TO MARKET
FOR NEW PRODUCTS

3%

LOWER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP (TCO): A UC
system can lower your TCO when compared with a
traditional PBX. The main factors include improved
employee collaboration, higher employee productivity
and job satisfaction, and savings on travel costs.
By moving to UCaaS, you can gain even more
benefits and enjoy the latest technology-driven
communications features without breaking your
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budget. No expensive telecommunications equipment
is needed; you supply only VoIP-ready handsets. And
you can save even more, since you no longer need to
support either traditional telephone or data lines.

tools to host collaborative online meetings, webinars
and training sessions.
BYOD: UCaaS paves the way to implementing your
successful “bring your own device” (BYOD) strategy.
Ideally, BYOD is more than just a way to grant
access to consumer devices. Because smartphones
and tablets offer a rich experience and are great
collaboration tools, UCaaS gives workers the ability to
collaborate, even when they’re working remotely.

Because cloud-based services are charged on a
monthly, usage-based model, you pay for only the
capacity you actually need. A full-featured UC
system can also reduce your need for costly and
time-consuming business travel. Finally, while an
on-premises PBX system requires costly training —
estimated at more than $4,000 per year per employee –
hosted UC systems are easy to use and require far less
training.

STRENGTHENED BUSINESS CONTINUITY: Creating
communications resiliency has been difficult with
traditional PBX infrastructures. The UCaaS model
is not tied to a single location and as a result is
inherently resilient and redundant.

MORE FOCUS ON YOUR BUSINESS — NOT YOUR TECHNOLOGY:
With a cloud-based UC system, the complexity, hassle
and cost of running a complex telecommunications
system is shifted from your site to your supplier’s. You
still get all the great features of UC, including voice,
video and wireless. But now you’re free to focus on what
really matters — your business.

IMPROVED TELECOMMUTING: Managing remote
workers is a challenge for many organizations. The
collaborative capabilities of UCaaS help by improving
interactions among workers whether they’re working
in a corporate office, branch, customer site, home
office, or anywhere else.

HIGHER EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY — ANYWHERE, ANYTIME:
A cloud-based UC system is the perfect solution for
today’s mobile workforce. Older, on-premises PBX
systems essentially tether workers to their desks. By
contrast, a cloud-based solution provides your staff
with the connectivity and productivity they need,
wherever and whenever they choose to connect.
Whether they’re in a meeting room or on factory floor,
visiting a customer’s office or inspecting a supplier’s
warehouse, your staff stays connected and productive.
And they can now use powerful videoconferencing

SIMPLIFIED DEPLOYMENT, FASTER TIME TO MARKET:
Historically, communications infrastructure has been
deployed on a node-by-node basis; each location,
no matter how small, has had its own system.
By contrast, UCaaS is delivered from the cloud to
any global location, regardless of size. So you can
consolidate your communications service across all
locations. This makes system management easier. It
should also lower your costs significantly.

THE CUSTOMER’S NEW NEED FOR SPEED
SPEED IS OF THE ESSENCE WHEN IT COMES TO THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE. SO FINDS TWO SOURCES,
A STUDY BY HARRIS INTERACTIVE AND LIVEPERSON’S “CONNECTING WITH CUSTOMERS” REPORT.

71%

OF
CUSTOMERS
EXPECT ASSISTANCE
WITHIN 5 MINUTES

48%

WILL
ABANDON
THE PROCESS IF THEY
DON'T GET IT

82%

RANK
“GETTING
THEIR ISSUES RESOLVED
QUICKLY” A TOP PRIORITY
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56%

SAY GETTING
RESOLUTION
ON THE FIRST INTERACTION
IS IMPORTANT
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Technology Benefits of Unified Communications as a Service

T

here are also many technological advantages
to switching from an on-premises PBX to a
full UCaaS solution. These include:

or events; your cloud-services supplier can easily
accommodate spikes, and just as easily lower your
capacity once peak times are over.

LOWERED IT-SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS: Moving to a
cloud-based UC system helps you shift the task of
supporting complex telecom systems to your managed
service provider. This can also lower costs by
dramatically lowering the number of telecom experts
you need to keep on staff, as well as the amount of
floor space you need to dedicate to networking boxes.

ADDED FUNCTIONALITY: Business-grade IP-enabled
voice calls are just the beginning. Cloud-based UC
systems also offer:

• UNIFIED MESSAGING: giving each employee

just one inbox for all their voicemail, email, fax and
voicemail transcriptions

• MOBILITY: seamless, consistent communication

CAPITAL EXPENSES SHIFTED TO OPERATIONAL EXPENSES:
Cloud-based services are paid for on a monthly basis,
with the fee based on the current number of users. That
helps you eliminate the capital expense of acquiring
telecom switches and routers. It also means you’ll have
no capital equipment to depreciate over time. Monthly
payments, as opposed to a single large payment, can
also improve your cash flow.

across disparate devices, regardless of location

• BUSINESS APPLICATIONS: easy integration

with leading CRM, ERP and office-productivity
applications

• VIDEO CALLS: with exceptional clarity
and reliability

• CONFERENCING: bridges for both scheduled and adhoc meetings

GREATER SCALABILITY: How many employees will you
have next year, or five years from now? The honest
answer is, nobody knows. For today’s uncertain
business environment, a cloud-based UC system
is the perfect solution. You allocate only as many
connections as you have employees. When you need
to add or subtract staff, your UC supplier can change
the number of lines. The same is true for peak seasons

• COLLABORATION: integrated over the Web
• PRESENCE: see the real-time status of
team members, avoid “phone tag”

• INSTANT MESSAGING: integrated with
office phones, PCs and mobile devices

AUTOMATIC UPGRADES: A cloud-based UC system
frees you from the hassle of upgrading hardware and
software, and keeping up with the onslaught of security
patches. Instead, those upgrades are all handled by
your supplier. From your perspective, upgrades happen
automatically and in the background. You’re running
the latest, most reliable and secure hardware and
software systems. When new capabilities are made
available, you’ll be notified so that you can share them
with your customers and employees, essentially “futureproofing” your business. It’s yet another way that cloudbased UC can simplify your telecom needs and free you
to focus on the business.

A CLOUD-BASED UC SOLUTION
FREES YOU FROM THE HASSLE
OF UPGRADING HARDWARE,
UPDATING SOFTWARE, AND KEEPING
UP WITH THE ONSLOUGHT OF
SECURITY PATCHES.
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The Sizes and Types of Companies That Can Benefit

c

loud UC solutions can help organizations of
all sizes, from small businesses to large-scale
global enterprises, in virtually all industries:

By consolidating the infrastructure required for
multiple modes of communication, cloud UC can help
organizations of all sizes access a broad range of tools
while streamlining IT administration. Industries of
all types can benefit from cloud-based UC. Masergy’s
UCaaS customers include global enterprises in
manufacturing, professional services, education, legal,
financial services and media. Here are a few examples:

• MIDSIZED COMPANIES can benefit the most from

cloud UC’s mobility, agility and scalability. In the
past, on-premises solutions were too complex and
expensive for most midsized companies. But today’s
cloud-based UC solves that with lower costs and
greater simplicity.

• REAL D, a licensor of 3-D technologies,

initially rolled out cloud-based UC for its UK
office only. But company officers were so
impressed by the early results, they quickly
added the system to RealD’s other offices
in the U.S., Japan and China.

• SMALL COMPANIES can eliminate the costs of
owning and operating a traditional phone system
while accessing enterprise-class tools that help
improve competitiveness. Despite their limited IT
resources, these small businesses can more easily
manage internal and external communications
systems with cloud UC.

• LAND HOME FINANCIAL SERVICES, a

provider of diversified funding options,
runs a cloud-based UC solution to
significantly simplify its operations.
After an initial launch with 450 users, the
company is now integrating the system
with its CRM solution.

• LARGE ORGANIZATIONS can use cloud UC to make
their business processes more efficient, improve
collaboration among geographically distributed
teams, and reduce telephony costs.
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Implementation Stategies
• UCAAS: Ideal if your company wants a cloud

our business is unique. So is your path to a
cloud UC infrastructure. The most effective
UCaaS solutions will empower your company
to use advanced UC features — even if you have
legacy infrastructure.

Y

communications solution that eliminates
maintenance costs, and provides the flexibility to
adapt and scale to your business needs.

• INTELLIGENT SIP TRUNKING: If you’ve already invested
in an on-premises phone system, this option lets you
merge voice and data systems using a feature-rich
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) trunking solution.

A hybrid delivery model lets you keep your current
infrastructure while gradually easing onto the cloud
on your timetable and your terms. Consultants can
help by creating a strategic migration strategy for
your company, resulting in a seamless integration of
UC for your global workforce.

• HYBRID SOLUTION: Have an existing PBX and want

to slowly migrate toward a hosted solution? This
path leverages a SIP Trunking solution while letting
you migrate selected users to UCaaS.

A managed service provider can help you migrate your
voice systems to the cloud with this three-step process:

STEP 3. Successful implementation: Once your
solution is live, your service provider can help
you create a communications migration roadmap,
optimizing your solution for today and futureproofing it for tomorrow.

STEP 1. Strategic evaluation: The providers
engineering team, in partnership with your own
staff, assesses your current setup. They will examine
your current voice contracts, number and location of
office sites, threshold for change, and more.

Whichever option you choose, you should demand
your cloud-based UC infrastructure is embedded in
the fabric of a high-performance global network. This
will ensure the highest quality audio and video.

STEP 2. Customized solution: Next, the service team
will develop your migration strategy leveraging any
of our three main approaches:

A B O U T

M A S E R G Y

MASERGY IS THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT PROVIDER OF HYBRID NETWORKING, MANAGED SECURITY AND CLOUD
COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS FOR GLOBAL ENTERPRISES. OUR PATENTED TECHNOLOGY, CUSTOMIZABLE SOLUTIONS AND
UNMATCHED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE ARE WHY A GROWING NUMBER OF LEADING ORGANIZATIONS RELY ON MASERGY TO
DELIVER PERFORMANCE BEYOND EXPECTATIONS.

NORTH AMERICA
MASERGY INC.
2740 North Dallas Parkway, Suite 260
Plano, Texas 75093
USA TEL: +1 (214) 442-5700
EMAIL: sales@masergy.com

EUROPE
MASERGY COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
Salisbury House, Fifth Floor
29 Finsbury Circus
London EC2M 5QQUK
TEL: +44 (0) 207 173 6900
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